Research Guides

Immigration and Naturalization Records

Immigrants to the United States arrived in various locations, and finding immigration and naturalization records can sometimes be a challenge. Until 1820, few immigration records were kept, with the exception of arrival lists at the Ports of Boston (1712, 1715-1716, 1762-1769) and Philadelphia (1727 to 1808). The naturalization process, the legal process whereby an alien becomes a U.S. citizen, began in 1790. Please note that naturalization papers could be filed at any court of record (county, state, or federal).


The additional sources listed below are found onsite in the Research Library.

- Adams, *Alphabetical Index to Ulster Emigration to Philadelphia, 1803-1850* (929.3 A216)
- *Ancestry Library Edition* (available via public terminals)
- Bockstruck, *Denizations and Naturalizations in the British Colonies in America* (929.37 B665)
- Boyer, ed., *Ship Passenger Lists: Pennsylvania and Delaware, 1641-1825* (929.3 B789)
- Boyer, ed., *Ship Passenger Lists: The South, 1538-1825* (929.3 B789s)
- Dunn, ed., *Index to Pennsylvania's Colonial Records Series* (974.8004 D923)
- Filby, ed., *Philadelphia Naturalization Records: An Index to Records of Aliens' Declarations of Intention and/or Oaths of Allegiance, 1789-1880 in United States Circuit Court, United States District Court, Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, Quarter Sessions Court, Court of Common Pleas, Philadelphia* (929.33 F479pnr)
- Glazier, ed., *Germans to America: Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports* (929.3 G373)
• Grubb, ed., *German Immigrant Servant Contracts Registered at the Port of Philadelphia, 1817-1831* (929.3 G885)

• *Index to Naturalizations, 1800-1897, for Lancaster County, Pennsylvania* (LC 929.33 I38)

• Myers, *Quaker Arrivals at Philadelphia, 1682-1750: Being a List of Certificates of Removal Received at Philadelphia Monthly Meeting* (929.3 M996)

• Rupp, ed., *A Collection of Upwards of Thirty Thousand Names of German, Swiss, Dutch, French, and other Immigrants in Pennsylvania from 1727-1776* (929.3 R946 1980)

• Schaefer, *Guide to Naturalization Records of the United States* (929.373 S294)

• Strassburger, *Pennsylvania German Pioneers: A Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808* (974.802812 S894)

• Szucs, *They Became Americans: Finding Naturalization Records and Ethnic Origins* (929.1 S998)

• Tepper, *American Passenger Arrival Records: A Guide to the Records of Immigrants Arriving at American Ports by Sail and Steam* (929.3 T314a)

• Tepper, ed., *Emigrants to Pennsylvania 1641-1819: A Consolidation of Ship Passenger Lists from the Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography* (974.80281 T315)

• Tepper, ed., *Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Philadelphia, 1800-1819: The Philadelphia Baggage Lists* (929.3 P287)